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1.
$P$ , . $K$ – , $p^{2}$
, $K_{\infty}/K$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}\text{ }$ . $K_{\infty}$ semi-local units $\mathcal{U}$ , Sinnott
$C$ ( \S 2 ). $\Delta:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathbb{Q}),$ $\Gamma:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K_{\infty}/K)$
. $\mathcal{U},$ $C$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta][[\Gamma]]$ - .
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta][[\Gamma]]$ - “ $\mathcal{U}/C$ ” , $\triangle$
. $\chi$ $\overline{\mathbb{Q}}_{p}^{\mathrm{x}}$ $\triangle$ , $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}$ $\chi$ . $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta]-$
$M$
$\chi$-quotient $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$- $M_{\chi}$ ( \S 2 ).
$\chi$ even $\Delta$ , $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][[\Gamma]]$- $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ .
[Iw] , [Gi], [C], [Gr] . $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][[\Gamma]]$- $P$ $L$ , $P\{[K : \mathbb{Q}]=|\Delta|$
([Iw], [Gi]). $P$ \dagger $[K, : \mathbb{Q}]$
$(\dot{\mathcal{U}}/C)_{x}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}.\text{ }$
$([\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}])-,$ $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ Zp[\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}][[\Gamma ]]-
(\S 3 ).
, – $K$ even $\chi$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][[\mathrm{r}]]-$
$(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ ( 42).
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta]$- $M$ $\chi$-part $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$- $M^{\chi}$ ( \S 2 ),
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][[\Gamma]]$- $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}$ ( 4.1). $\chi$-part $\chi$-quotient
, $p\dagger’|\Delta|$ – . , –
. , $\chi$-quotient $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$
.
. \S 2 , \S 3 $\mathcal{U}/C$
. \S 4 , .
2.
$\chi$-part $\chi$-quotient , ([So] ).
$G$ , $\chi$ $\overline{\mathbb{Q}}_{p}^{\cross}$ $G$ . $\mathbb{Z}_{p}$ $\chi$
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$ . $\chi$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[G]-\text{ }\underline{\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]}$ . $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[G]-\text{ }$
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$M$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$- $M^{\chi},$ $M_{\chi}$ :
$M^{\chi}:=\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\mathbb{Z}_{p}}.[G](\mathbb{Z}.\underline{[p\chi]},.M)$ ,
$M_{x^{:}}=M\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}}\mathrm{p}[c1^{\underline{\mathbb{Z}_{p}}}[\chi]$.
$M^{\chi}$ (resp. $M_{\chi}$ ) $M$ $\chi$-part (resp. $\chi- \mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$) . $\chi$-part $\chi$-quotient
$\chi$ $\mathbb{Q}_{p}\text{ _{ } ^{ }}$ , $\chi’$ $\chi$ $\mathbb{Q}_{p}\text{ _{ } }M^{\chi’}\simeq M^{\chi}$
$M_{\chi’}\simeq M_{\chi}$ . $I_{\chi}$ $\chi(g)-g,$ $g\in G$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][G]$ .
, .
21([So, Lemma II 1]). $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$ -\not\supset \Pi , :
$M^{\chi}\simeq\{m\in M\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}_{p}}\mathbb{Z}_{p}[x]|g\cdot m=\chi(g)m,\forall g\in G\}$ ,
$M_{x^{\simeq}}M\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}}\mathbb{Z}\mathrm{p}p[\chi]/I_{x}(M\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}}\mathbb{Z}[pp\chi])$ .





$\Phi$ $\mathbb{Q}_{p}[G]$ idempotent . $\chi$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[G]-$ $e_{\chi}.\mathbb{Z}_{p}[G]\simeq\underline{\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]}$
. $p\{|G$
.
$|$ , $\underline{\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]}$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[G]$ , $M^{\chi}$ $M_{\chi}$
,
$e_{\chi}M$
. , $\dot{M}=\oplus e_{\chi}M\text{ }$ . $\chi \text{ }G$ $.\mathbb{Q}_{p}\text{ }$
.
$M\vdash’ M^{\chi}$ (resp. $M|arrow M_{\chi}$ ) (resp. ) , $p\{.|G|$
. $M^{\chi}arrow M_{\chi}$ kernel cokernel $|\dot{G}|$ .
, $M^{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}\simeq M_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ .
$\mathcal{U},$ $C$ .
$n\geq 0$ 1 $p^{n}$ $\mu_{p^{n}}$ , $\mu_{p}\infty:=\bigcup_{n\geq 0}\mu_{p^{n}}$ .
$K$ – , $K_{\infty}/K$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}\text{ },$ $K_{n}$ $[K_{n^{\mathrm{t}:}}K]=p^{n}$
.
$\mathfrak{p}$ $P$ $K$ , $\mathfrak{p}_{n}$ $\mathfrak{p}$ $K_{n}$ 1 . $K_{n}$
$\mathfrak{p}_{n}$ $K_{n,\mathrm{p}}$ , $U_{n,\mathfrak{p}}$ $K_{n,\mathfrak{p}}$ .
$\mathcal{U}_{n}:=\prod_{p\mathfrak{p}1}U_{n,\mathfrak{p}}$
, $K_{n}$ $P$ “semi-local units” .
Sinnott $\overline{C}_{n}$ . Sinnott
([Si, \S 4] ): $k$ , $E_{k}$ . $m\geq 1$
82
1 $m$ $\zeta_{m}$ . , $k$ $C_{k}$
$C_{kk}:=E\cap\langle\pm 1, N_{\mathbb{Q}(\zeta m})/\mathbb{Q}(\zeta m)\cap k(1-\zeta^{a}m)|m, a\in \mathbb{Z}, m>1, (a, m)=1\rangle$
. $C_{k}$ $E_{k}$ ([Si]).









$\triangle:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathbb{Q}),$ $\Gamma:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K\infty/K)$ . $\Gamma$ $\gamma_{0}$ 1 . $\gamma_{0}$ $1+T$
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[[\Gamma]]\simeq \mathbb{Z}[p[\tau]]$ . $\mathcal{U},$ $C$ $\triangle\cross\Gamma$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}$-\not\supset O
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta]$ [[T]]- .
even $\triangle$ $\chi$ 1 . $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi},$ $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$
$\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi][[T]]=:\Lambda_{\chi}$ . A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- .
$\chi$ Dirichlet – , $L_{p}(s, \chi)$ $\chi$ Kubota-Leopoldt $P$ $L$
. $L_{p}(s, \chi)$ ( $[\mathrm{W}$ , Th. 710] ). ,
$g_{\chi}(T)\in\Lambda_{\chi}$ 1 :
$g_{\chi}(\kappa(\gamma_{0})^{s}-1)=L_{p}(1-s, x)$ , $s\in \mathbb{Z}_{p}$ .
$\kappa$ : $\Gammaarrow 1+p\mathbb{Z}_{p}$ .
$\omega$ Teichm\"uller , $\chi\omega^{-1}$ Dirichlet $\chi_{1}$ . $\dot{T}$ $:=$




. $P$ \dagger $[K:\mathbb{Q}]$ , \S 2 2 $e_{\chi}(\mathcal{U}/C)$
. .








3.2 (Greither [Gr]). $\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}_{p}}\mathbb{Q}_{p}$- ffl $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}_{\mathrm{p}}}\mathbb{Q}_{p}$ $\mathbb{Q}_{p}(x)[[T]1/(g\chi(T))$
– , , $\chi_{1}(p)\neq 1$ $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}_{p}}\mathbb{Q}_{p}\simeq \mathbb{Q}_{p}(x)[[\tau]]/(g_{x}(T))$ .
$\text{ }\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$- , A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}-
, . $X,$ $\mathrm{Y}$ $\Lambda_{\chi}$-torsion
$\Lambda_{\chi}$- , \mu $0$ , $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\chi]$- .
$\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$- $X\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}\simeq \mathrm{Y}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ , A- ([$\mathrm{W}$ , Th. 13.12]
) $X$ $Y$ \Lambda \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- $\prod\overline{\mathrm{p}}$ . $X$ $Y$ $\Lambda_{\chi}$ - \Pi -D
kernel cokernel $\mathrm{A}_{\chi}$- : $Xarrow \mathrm{Y}$ , $X\sim \mathrm{Y}$
.
$g_{\chi}(T)$ \mu $0$ Ferrero-Washington [F-W] ,
$(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ \mu $0$ . , $\chi_{1}(p)\neq 1$ ,
32
$(\mathcal{U}/c)_{x^{\sim\Lambda_{\chi}}}/(g_{\chi}(T))$
. $\chi(p)=1$ Greither $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}/(\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{T}))\sim$
$\Lambda_{\chi}/(g_{\chi}(\tau)/\dot{T})$ .
, $p|[K:\mathbb{Q}]$ , $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ \Lambda \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}-
. , ,
. , \S 2 $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}\simeq(\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi})\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ , $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}$
, .
4.




41. $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}$ , :
(i) $\chi_{1}(p)\not\in\mu_{p}\infty$
$\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}\simeq\Lambda\chi/(g_{\chi}(T))$ .
(ii) $\chi_{1}(p)\in\mu_{p}\infty,$ $\chi 1(p)\neq 1$ , \Lambda \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}-\not\supset \coprod :
$0arrow \mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(g_{\chi}(T))arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\chi_{1}(p)-1,\dot{T})arrow 0$.
(iii) $\chi_{1}(p)=1$ , $\Lambda_{\chi}-\not\supset 0\text{ }$ :
$0arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{T})arrow \mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(g_{x}(T)/\dot{\tau})arrow 0$.
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1. $\Lambda_{\chi^{-\text{ }}x}\text{ }\Lambda/(x_{1(}p)-1,\dot{\tau})\simeq(\mathbb{Z}_{p}[x]/(x1(P)-1))\otimes \mathbb{Z}_{p}(1)$ , $\chi$
(ii) $\Lambda_{\chi}/(\chi_{1}(p)-1,\dot{T})$ $\Lambda_{\chi}$- . ,
$\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}$ $\Lambda_{\chi}/(g_{\chi}(T))$ , .
2. $\chi$ (ii) $\chi$ $P$ , $p|[K : \mathbb{Q}]$ .
, $P$ \dagger $[K:\mathbb{Q}]$ (ii) , \S 2 $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi}\simeq ex(\mathcal{U}/C)$
$P\{[K:\mathbb{Q}]$ 31 – . $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}\simeq(\mathcal{U}^{\chi}/C^{\chi})\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$
, $\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ , 32 .
$\chi$-quotient . $m$ (resp. $f$ ) $K$ (resp.
$\chi)$ $p$ . $f|m$ . $f$ $m$
$L$ :
$L:=$ { $l$ : $|l|m,$ $l$ \dagger $f$ }.
$L$ $m_{I}:=f \prod\iota\in Il$ , $d_{I}.--[\mathbb{Q}(\zeta_{m_{\mathrm{L}}})\cap K:\mathbb{Q}(\zeta m_{I})\cap K]$ . $K$
$\chi$ $\Lambda_{\chi}$
$\mathfrak{U}=\mathfrak{U}_{K,x^{:}}=\langle dI\prod_{\in lI}(1-\chi(\iota)(1+T)^{a}l)|I\subseteq\mathfrak{g}\rangle$
. $a_{l}$ $l=\omega(\iota)\kappa(\gamma_{0})^{a}\iota\in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{\cross}$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}$ . $d$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathbb{Q})$
$P$ .
, :
42. $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}$ , :
(i) $\chi_{1}(p)\not\in\mu_{p}\infty$
$(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}\simeq\Lambda_{\chi}/g_{\chi}(T)\mathfrak{U}$.
(ii) $\chi_{1}(p)\in\mu_{p}\infty,$ $\chi 1(p)\neq 1$ , A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- :
$0arrow(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/g_{\chi}(T)\mathfrak{U}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\chi_{1}(p)-\dot{1},\dot{T})arrow 0$.
(iii) $\chi_{1}(p)=1$ , A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- :
$0arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{T})arrow(\mathcal{U}/C)_{\chi}arrow(\Lambda_{\chi}\oplus\Lambda_{x}/(d,\dot{\tau}))/(g\chi(T)/\dot{\tau}, B_{1,x_{1}})\mathfrak{U}arrow 0$ .
$B_{1,\chi_{1}}=(1/f) \sum^{f}a=1\chi 1(a)a(\in \mathbb{Z}_{P}[x])$ generalized Bernoulli .
3. $\mathfrak{U}$ $\mathrm{A}_{\chi}$ . $K$ $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\chi$









$L$ $L\supset K$ . $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathbb{Q})$ $\chi$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(L/\mathbb{Q})$
. 41 $\mathcal{U}_{K}^{\chi}/C_{KL}^{x\chi}\simeq \mathcal{U}/C_{L}^{\chi}$ . , $(\mathcal{U}_{K}/C_{K})_{\chi}$
$(\mathcal{U}_{L}/C_{L})_{\chi}$ . $\mathfrak{U}$ . (i)
(ii) , :
: $0arrow \mathfrak{U}_{K,\chi}/\mathfrak{U}_{L,\chi}arrow(\mathcal{U}_{L}/C_{L})_{\chi}arrow(\mathcal{U}_{K}/C_{K})_{\chi}arrow 0$ .
4. $\mathfrak{U}$ $1-\chi(l)(1+T)^{a_{l}}$ $T=\kappa(\gamma_{0})k-1(k\geq 1)$ $1-\chi\omega^{-k}(\iota)l^{k}$
. Dirichlet $L$ $L(s, x\omega^{-k})$ $l$ Euler .
5. $P$ \dagger $[\dot{K} : \mathbb{Q}]$ . 2 (ii) , $\mathfrak{U}_{K,\chi}=\Lambda_{\chi}$
. , 31 – . $\mathfrak{U}$ $\Lambda_{\chi}$
, $\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ 32 .
5.
[C], [Gr] . [Gr] $\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$-
, $\Lambda_{\chi}$- , .
$\triangle=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K/\mathbb{Q})$
$\chi$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K(\mu p)/\mathbb{Q})$ , $(\mathcal{U}_{K(\mu p)})^{\chi}=\mathcal{U}_{K}^{\chi}$ ,
$(C_{K(\mu p)})^{\chi}=C_{K}^{\chi}$ , $\mathcal{U}_{K(\mu_{p}}),\chi=\mathcal{U}_{K,\chi},$ $C_{K(\mu_{\mathrm{p}}}),\chi=C_{K,\chi}$
. $K$ – , $F$ $p$ , $K:=F(\mu_{p})$
. , $K_{n}=F(\mu_{p}n+1)$ , $K_{\infty}=F(\mu p^{\infty})$ .
$\Delta’:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(F/\mathbb{Q})$ $G_{\infty}:=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K_{\infty}/F)$ $\text{ }:\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K_{\infty}/\mathbb{Q})\simeq\Delta’\cross G_{\infty}\simeq\Delta\cross\Gamma$. $\mathcal{O}_{F_{\mathfrak{p}}}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , $\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F}:=\prod_{\mathfrak{p}1}p\mathfrak{p}\mathcal{O}_{F}$ ; $D$ $\Delta’$ $p$ : $D\simeq \mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(F/\mathfrak{p}\mathbb{Q}_{p})$ .
Coleman , canonical :
$0arrow \mathbb{Z}_{p}[\Delta’/D](1)arrow \mathcal{U}arrow\hat{\mathcal{O}}F[\mathrm{c}\circ 1[G_{\infty}]]arrow \mathbb{Z}_{p}[\triangle’/D](1)arrow 0$ . $(\phi)$
“Col” , Coleman power ieries
( $[\mathrm{C}$ , Th. 4] [Gr, Prop. 2..10] ).
$F_{\mathfrak{p}}/\mathbb{Q}_{p}$ $\mathbb{Z}_{p}[\triangle’]^{\text{ }}- \text{ }\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F}\simeq \mathbb{Z}_{p}[\triangle’]$ . ,
$\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F}[[c_{\infty}]]\simeq \mathbb{Z}p[\Delta][[T]]$ . canonical .:
$(\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F[[c_{\infty}}]])x_{arrow\Lambda_{\chi}}\sim$ , ’ $(\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F[[G_{\infty}}]])\chi^{arrow}$.$\Lambda x\sim$
. ( ) \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}-part
,
$\chi$-quotient
canonical $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1^{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1_{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}_{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}$ .
86
, :
51. (a) $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}$ :
(i) $\chi_{1}(p)\not\in\mu_{p}\infty$ , $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1^{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}$ ; $\Lambda_{\chi}$ .
(ii) $\chi_{1}(p)\in\mu_{p}\infty,$ $\chi_{1}(p)\neq 1$ , $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1^{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}^{\chi}$ ; $(\chi_{1}(p)-1,\dot{T})\subset\Lambda_{\chi}$ .
(iii) $\chi_{1}(p)=1$ , A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- :
$0arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{T})arrow \mathcal{U}_{\chi^{arrow}\chi}\mathrm{c}_{0}1\chi\dot{T}\Lambdaarrow 0$ .
(b) $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $\mathcal{U}_{\chi}$ :
(i) $\chi_{1}(p)\not\in\mu_{p}\infty$ , $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1_{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}_{x^{arrow\Lambda}x}\sim$ .
(ii) $\chi_{1}(p)\in\mu_{p}\infty,$ $\chi_{1}(p)\neq 1$ , $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1_{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}_{\chi}$ ; $(\chi_{1}(p)-1,\dot{T})\subset\Lambda_{\chi}$ .
(iii) $\chi_{1}(p)=1$ , A\mbox{\boldmath $\chi$}- :
$0arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{T})arrow \mathcal{U}_{\chi}arrow\dot{T}\Lambda_{\chi}\oplus\Lambda_{\chi}/(d,\dot{T})arrow 0$ .
Coleman power series , $\alpha_{\chi}$ : $\mathcal{U}_{\chi}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}/(.d,\dot{T})$ , $u\in \mathcal{U}_{\chi}$
, $u\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}arrow(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1(\chi u), \alpha_{x}(u))$ . . $\cdot$
$\mathcal{U}^{\chi}$
$\mathcal{U}_{\chi}$ , $C$ $\chi$-part $\chi$-quotient
.
$m’|m,$ $m’\neq 1$
$\eta_{m}’=\eta m’,K:=((N_{\mathbb{Q}(\zeta m)}’/\mathbb{Q}(\zeta_{m}’)\cap F(1-\zeta_{p^{n}\in \mathrm{N}}+1\zeta_{m’}p^{-}n))_{n})r\in C_{K}$
. $r=|(\mathcal{O}_{F_{\mathfrak{p}}}/p\mathcal{O}F)^{\cross}\mathfrak{p}|$ .
$\eta\in \mathcal{U}$ , $\mathcal{U}arrow \mathcal{U}_{\chi}$ $\eta$ \eta \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$} . $C$ $\mathcal{U}arrow \mathcal{U}_{\chi}$




5.2. (a) $\mathrm{A}_{\chi}$- $C^{\chi}$ $\xi(\eta_{f})$ .
(b) $\Lambda_{\chi}$- $\overline{C}_{\chi}$ $\{\eta_{m_{I},\chi}|I\subseteq L\}$ .
6. [Gr, Lem. 2.11] $\text{ }\overline{c}_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ $\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$- $\eta_{fx}$,
.
Col $(\xi(\eta_{f^{))}}, \mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1_{\chi}(\eta m_{I,x})$ $\alpha_{\chi}(\eta_{m_{t},\chi})$ . logarithmic derivative
( $[\mathrm{W},$ \S 13.7] ) , Col $(\xi(\eta_{f^{))}}, \mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}1_{x}(\eta_{m_{I},\chi})$ $T=\kappa(\gamma 0)^{k}-1,$ $k\geq 1$







$=d_{I} \prod(1-\chi(l)(1+T)^{a_{\iota}})B1,x1|_{T=\kappa(\gamma)1}0-$ mod $d(\Lambda_{\chi}/(\dot{\tau}))$ .
$l\in I$
51, 52 41, 42 .
7. [Gr, \S 2] $(\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F}[[G_{\infty}]])_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}arrow\sim\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ canonical . Col :
$\mathcal{U}arrow\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{F}[[G_{\infty}]]$ canonical \Phi \mbox{\boldmath $\chi$} : $\mathcal{U}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}arrow\Lambda_{\chi}\otimes \mathbb{Q}_{p}$ .
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